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Dear Friends,

In 2019, many countries around the world, including the United States, committed to

the development of human-centric and trustworthy AI. Yet less than a few years on,

we appear to be approaching a tipping point with the release of Generative AI

techniques, which are neither human-centric nor trustworthy. 

These systems produce results that cannot be replicated or proven. They fabricate

and hallucinate. They describe how to commit terrorist acts, how to assassinate

political leaders, and how to conceal child abuse. GPT-4 has the ability to undertake

mass surveillance at scale, combining the ability to ingest images, link to identities,

and develop comprehensive profiles.

As this industry has rapidly evolved so too has the secrecy surrounding the

products. The latest technical paper on GPT-4 provides little information about the

training data, the number of parameters, or the assessment methods. A fundamental

requirement in all emerging AI policy frameworks – an independent impact

assessment prior to deployment – was never undertaken. 

Many leading AI experts, including many companies themselves, have called for

regulation. Yet there is little effort in the United States today to develop regulatory

responses even as countries around the world race to establish legal safeguards. 

The present course cannot be sustained. The public needs more information about

the impact of artificial intelligence. Independent experts need the opportunity to

interrogate these models. Laws should be enacted to promote algorithmic

transparency and counter algorithmic bias. There should be a national commission

established to assess the impact of AI on American Society, to better understand the

benefits as well as the risks.

https://www.caidp.org/
https://cdn.openai.com/papers/gpt-4.pdf
https://www.caidp.org/
https://www.caidp.org/global-academic-network/ai-policy-clinic/
https://www.caidp.org/events/
https://openai.com/research/gpt-4
https://www.euractiv.com/section/artificial-intelligence/news/leading-eu-lawmakers-propose-obligations-for-general-purpose-ai/?utm_source=piano&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=22038&pnespid=ur07AnhKbq0Egv7FtiukEcjU5w63T5lwLOPk3rFlpAdmKFGRxdIhye4ivtLPFJNLNqYjg81ONA
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/cybersecurity-of-ai-and-standardisation
https://hrep-website.s3.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com/legisdocs/basic_19/HB07396.pdf
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/site/innovation-better-canada/en/artificial-intelligence-and-data-act-aida-companion-document
https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/2023-03/cp230049en.pdf
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/key-dp-themes/guidance-on-ai-and-data-protection/
https://twitter.com/NITDANigeria/status/1633122540586516483
https://www.caidp.org/about-2/
https://www.caidp.org/app/download/8447499963/CAIDP-2022-Annual-Report.pdf?t=1678894201
https://oversight.house.gov/hearing/advances-in-ai-are-we-ready-for-a-tech-revolution/
https://www.un.org/techenvoy/global-digital-compact
https://www.caidp.org/reports/aidv-2021/
https://www.caidp.org/app/download/8375011263/RELEASE-CAIDP-AI-INDEX-02212022.pdf?t=1660245988
https://www.caidp.org/
https://www.caidp.org/
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This week the Center for AI and Digital Policy, joined by others, will file a complaint

with the Federal Trade Commission, calling for an investigation of Open AI and the

product ChatGPT. We believe the FTC has the authority to act in this matter and is

uniquely positioned as the lead consumer protection agency in the United States to

address this emerging challenge. We will ask the FTC to establish a moratorium on

the release of further commercial versions of GPT until appropriate safeguards are

established. We will simultaneously petition the FTC to undertake a rule-making for

the regulation of the generative AI industry. 

We favor growth and innovation. We recognize a wide range of opportunities and

benefits that AI may provide. But unless we are able to maintain control of these

systems, we will be unable to manage the risk that will result or the catastrophic

outcomes that may emerge. We are asking the FTC to “hit the pause button” so that

there is an opportunity for our institutions, our laws, and our society to catch up. We

need to assert agency over the technologies we create before we lose control. 

Merve Hickok and Marc Rotenberg

For the CAIDP 

Applications are Open for the Fall 2023 Research GroupApplications are Open for the Fall 2023 Research Group

We are pleased to announce that the

applications for the Fall 2023 Research

Group are now open. If you are

enthusiastic about taking part in one of the

CAIDP AI Policy Clinics, we invite you to

complete this form. The deadline for

https://www.caidp.org/cases/openai/
https://www.ftc.gov/
https://www.caidp.org/global-academic-network/ai-policy-clinic/
https://www.caidp.org/global-academic-network/ai-policy-clinic/
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CAIDP-Fall23RG


submitting your application is May 1, 2023.

We anticipate notifying the selected

participants in June or July.

AI POLICY NEWSAI POLICY NEWS

Release of GPT-4 Raises WidespreadRelease of GPT-4 Raises Widespread

ConcernsConcerns

OpenAI has unveiled GPT-4, the latest

iteration of its language model, claiming

major improvements in text generation,

image processing, and code generation

capabilities. However, limited access to the technology and insufficient transparency

surrounding its training data and code have left many stakeholders concerned.

OpenAI has itself warned that "AI systems will have even greater potential to

reinforce entire ideologies, worldviews, truths and untruths, and to cement them or

lock them in, foreclosing future contestation, reflection, and improvement.” OpenAI

has called for regulation. Meanwhile Platformer reported that Microsoft has

disbanded its AI ethics and society team during company-wide layoffs, leaving a gap

in integrating AI principles into product design.

CAIDP, AI Frameworks

https://openai.com/research/gpt-4
https://www.platformer.news/p/microsoft-just-laid-off-one-of-its?utm_source=post-email-title&publication_id=7976&post_id=108211870&isFreemail=true&utm_medium=email
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00150f3gGSdrnzrNiqWxK1DO0LCHyTCGTPhqs8aJjq_1Y25lCqyQHEh78QMkFpLx0K3GsWuclQd_Q6cxqMojeompRjau6t8See4DQW2RMCF399S68j8Fduc2Nhqgp3hFyvQUllRBW-1mF9VLE91ua4BzoYJpZM45Jq6&c=2EsXXOoYIQPhjk1OZKeBgc72wRBZozT9Xg9XFWxtf3Czc6ayMqNQfw==&ch=_2t1vKoVYtSehC-Wqen2hPzrX9j8jjQlSbPoB2mqbxRY4n1hdcBowg==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00150f3gGSdrnzrNiqWxK1DO0LCHyTCGTPhqs8aJjq_1Y25lCqyQHEh78QMkFpLx0K3GsWuclQd_Q6cxqMojeompRjau6t8See4DQW2RMCF399S68j8Fduc2Nhqgp3hFyvQUllRBW-1mF9VLE91ua4BzoYJpZM45Jq6&c=2EsXXOoYIQPhjk1OZKeBgc72wRBZozT9Xg9XFWxtf3Czc6ayMqNQfw==&ch=_2t1vKoVYtSehC-Wqen2hPzrX9j8jjQlSbPoB2mqbxRY4n1hdcBowg==


EU Lawmakers Target Large LanguageEU Lawmakers Target Large Language

Models with AI ActModels with AI Act

EURACTIV reports that EU lawmakers

proposed new obligations for General

Purpose AI (GPAI) providers like

ChatGPT, aligning the design, testing,

and analysis of GPAI solutions with the risk management requirements of the EU AI

Act. The draft legislation emphasizes data governance measures, external audits,

and registration on the EU database for such providers. Additionally, the proposal

clarifies responsibilities along the AI value chain, stating that third parties

substantially modifying AI systems will be considered high-risk system providers.

CAIDP, EU AI Act

ENISA Releases Report onENISA Releases Report on

Cybersecurity of AI and StandardizationCybersecurity of AI and Standardization

The European Union Agency for

Cybersecurity (ENISA) has published a

report on the cybersecurity of AI and

standardization. The report assesses the

coverage of standards related to AI cybersecurity and identifies gaps in

standardization. It also examines how standardization can support the

implementation of cybersecurity aspects of the proposed regulation on AI.

 
CAIDP, EU AI Act

Philippines AI Bill Seeks to EstablishPhilippines AI Bill Seeks to Establish

National AuthorityNational Authority
 

Representative Robert Ace Barbers

recently filed House Bill 7396 in the

Philippines, proposing the creation of the

Artificial Intelligence Development

Authority (AIDA). AIDA would be responsible for developing and implementing a

national AI strategy, promoting AI research and development, supporting the growth

of AI-related industries, and enhancing the Filipino workforce's AI skills. The

authority would also conduct risk assessments and impact analyses, ensuring AI

compliance with ethical guidelines and individual welfare protection.

https://www.euractiv.com/section/artificial-intelligence/news/leading-eu-lawmakers-propose-obligations-for-general-purpose-ai/?utm_source=piano&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=22038&pnespid=ur07AnhKbq0Egv7FtiukEcjU5w63T5lwLOPk3rFlpAdmKFGRxdIhye4ivtLPFJNLNqYjg81ONA
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lfZCW45wr3ZjVEbn1af2ag-8gE55_V83pN1I9M88uQwbHT3VrJuVH1eQnlWsfyugOaPZPyafKqG62w9qKS5Yo9ZnwWZGZlyfJTJR6AoH6pxrQzbezOb4-WzVQ_j6nZ3RxZQfV0LCYwDAvlvAPm5hEwDForuWjxBVdA2slFLly4U=&c=X3ActCm0uDtNf2qjuufxO8NUi6zJ8i84Rsv3FLObyTmGQ0xDT0EMgw==&ch=Hg28t7Wjv5k6aZeWnDjz4rTX941EnCqbpRzQoFDYFwz1YBCmrWO6Qg==
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/cybersecurity-of-ai-and-standardisation
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001lfZCW45wr3ZjVEbn1af2ag-8gE55_V83pN1I9M88uQwbHT3VrJuVH1eQnlWsfyugOaPZPyafKqG62w9qKS5Yo9ZnwWZGZlyfJTJR6AoH6pxrQzbezOb4-WzVQ_j6nZ3RxZQfV0LCYwDAvlvAPm5hEwDForuWjxBVdA2slFLly4U=&c=X3ActCm0uDtNf2qjuufxO8NUi6zJ8i84Rsv3FLObyTmGQ0xDT0EMgw==&ch=Hg28t7Wjv5k6aZeWnDjz4rTX941EnCqbpRzQoFDYFwz1YBCmrWO6Qg==
https://hrep-website.s3.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com/legisdocs/basic_19/HB07396.pdf


 

CAIDP, AI and Democratic Values

Canada's Canada's Government Updates OverviewGovernment Updates Overview

of AIDAof AIDA

Canada's AI and Data Act (AIDA), now

before parliament within Bill C-27, aims to

regulate high-impact AI systems,

establish standards and certifications,

and create an AI and Data Commissioner with an advisory committee. The

document is designed to help Canadians comprehend the act's implications for AI

and data. The official website offers valuable insights into Canada's AI and data

applications and their regulatory framework.
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German Credit Bureau Schufa FacesGerman Credit Bureau Schufa Faces

Potential Blow to Consumer PrivacyPotential Blow to Consumer Privacy

RightsRights

 
A recent proceeding against German

credit bureau Schufa could have

significant implications for individuals' rights to know how their credit scores are

computed. In an opinion submitted to the Court of Justice of the European Union,

the advocate general wrote that people are entitled to this information under the

General Data Protection Regulation. While the final ruling in the case is not

expected for several months, this development could represent a major victory for

consumer privacy rights in the European Union.

 

CAIDP, AI and Democratic Values

UK’s ICO Updates Guidance on AI andUK’s ICO Updates Guidance on AI and

Data ProtectionData Protection
 

The UK Information Commissioner’s

Office (ICO) has released an updated

version of its guidance on AI and data

protection, with new sections on ensuring lawfulness and fairness in AI. The ICO

restructured the guidance, with a focus on the data protection principles, and added

new content related to conducting data protection impact assessments and

https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O22ZNtn3VTnvBV0GDdI-Kz3GxOM5oWdYwIInhadBkcTFkYkdE3m6z5Ua_8UDR6gEpr6eXViEz3WvMCto4fwuBlZifJpupCSl8w_dh5LrB_BJoyjepnmJM3yQklwqIBud0wXJe86gYlAiK8Z6LB1L9jk1CC2e0DwaZqf144csGFE=&c=g9CK44mZ7UOvI3dWeQewrBJksgdsDejYbDN27DGjvufZztaycDJj2A==&ch=neJ-gr2j7OO2dcQIsQ7WcFocUdpfCkGG2J7P9wTdpFlhb08DGIR5nA==
https://www.dataguidance.com/news/canada-government-updates-overview-ai-and-aida
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/site/innovation-better-canada/en/canadas-digital-charter/bill-summary-digital-charter-implementation-act-2020
https://ised-isde.canada.ca/site/innovation-better-canada/en/artificial-intelligence-and-data-act-aida-companion-document
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00150f3gGSdrnzrNiqWxK1DO0LCHyTCGTPhqs8aJjq_1Y25lCqyQHEh78QMkFpLx0K3GsWuclQd_Q6cxqMojeompRjau6t8See4DQW2RMCF399S68j8Fduc2Nhqgp3hFyvQUllRBW-1mF9VLE91ua4BzoYJpZM45Jq6&c=2EsXXOoYIQPhjk1OZKeBgc72wRBZozT9Xg9XFWxtf3Czc6ayMqNQfw==&ch=_2t1vKoVYtSehC-Wqen2hPzrX9j8jjQlSbPoB2mqbxRY4n1hdcBowg==
https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/2023-03/cp230049en.pdf
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O22ZNtn3VTnvBV0GDdI-Kz3GxOM5oWdYwIInhadBkcTFkYkdE3m6z5Ua_8UDR6gEpr6eXViEz3WvMCto4fwuBlZifJpupCSl8w_dh5LrB_BJoyjepnmJM3yQklwqIBud0wXJe86gYlAiK8Z6LB1L9jk1CC2e0DwaZqf144csGFE=&c=g9CK44mZ7UOvI3dWeQewrBJksgdsDejYbDN27DGjvufZztaycDJj2A==&ch=neJ-gr2j7OO2dcQIsQ7WcFocUdpfCkGG2J7P9wTdpFlhb08DGIR5nA==
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/key-dp-themes/guidance-on-ai-and-data-protection/


transparency in AI. The updates follow industry requests to clarify requirements for

fairness in AI and support the UK government’s pro-innovation approach to AI

regulation.

           

CAIDP, AI Frameworks

Nigeria to Roll out National Policy on AINigeria to Roll out National Policy on AI
 

The Nigerian government, through the

National Information Technology

Development Agency (NITDA), is

preparing to launch the National Policy on

Artificial Intelligence. The policy will serve as a guide for the development and

implementation of AI in the country, taking into account potential risks such as bias

and privacy violations. The NITDA collaborated with a team of industry experts to

develop the policy, and the Director General virtually met with the Volunteer Expert

Group to shape the future of technology through this policy.

 

CAIDP, AI Frameworks

CAIDP ACTIONSCAIDP ACTIONS

CAIDP Publishes Annual Report 2022CAIDP Publishes Annual Report 2022

CAIDP recently published its Annual

Report 2022. The report highlighted the

Center's efforts in assessing national AI

policies and promoting democratic values

for AI. Through its programs and initiatives, the Center strives to ensure that

technology is utilized in a way that aligns with fundamental rights and democratic

institutions.

https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00150f3gGSdrnzrNiqWxK1DO0LCHyTCGTPhqs8aJjq_1Y25lCqyQHEh78QMkFpLx0K3GsWuclQd_Q6cxqMojeompRjau6t8See4DQW2RMCF399S68j8Fduc2Nhqgp3hFyvQUllRBW-1mF9VLE91ua4BzoYJpZM45Jq6&c=2EsXXOoYIQPhjk1OZKeBgc72wRBZozT9Xg9XFWxtf3Czc6ayMqNQfw==&ch=_2t1vKoVYtSehC-Wqen2hPzrX9j8jjQlSbPoB2mqbxRY4n1hdcBowg==
https://nitda.gov.ng/
https://twitter.com/NITDANigeria/status/1633122540586516483
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00150f3gGSdrnzrNiqWxK1DO0LCHyTCGTPhqs8aJjq_1Y25lCqyQHEh78QMkFpLx0K3GsWuclQd_Q6cxqMojeompRjau6t8See4DQW2RMCF399S68j8Fduc2Nhqgp3hFyvQUllRBW-1mF9VLE91ua4BzoYJpZM45Jq6&c=2EsXXOoYIQPhjk1OZKeBgc72wRBZozT9Xg9XFWxtf3Czc6ayMqNQfw==&ch=_2t1vKoVYtSehC-Wqen2hPzrX9j8jjQlSbPoB2mqbxRY4n1hdcBowg==
https://www.caidp.org/app/download/8447499963/CAIDP-2022-Annual-Report.pdf?t=1678894201


CAIDP is a global independent non-profit focused on research, education, advocacy

and advisory. CAIDP trains AI policy advocates, researchers, and practitioners

across 60+ countries. With intensive training for future leaders in AI policy worldwide

and promotion of collaboration among scholars through a Global Academic Network,

CAIDP maintains a global research network.

CAIDP Research Director Testifies inCAIDP Research Director Testifies in

Congress, Urges Stricter AI RegulationCongress, Urges Stricter AI Regulation

Merve Hickok, CAIDP Senior Research

Director, testified before the U.S. House of

Representatives Oversight Committee,

calling for stronger regulation of AI. Emphasizing the inadequacy of current

regulations to prevent unethical and dangerous AI use, Hickok urged lawmakers to

focus on the technology's ethical implications and societal impact. With proper

oversight and regulation, responsible AI use can be ensured, protecting democratic

values in an increasingly AI-driven world.

"We do not have the guardrails in place,

the laws that we need, the public

education, or the expertise in

government to manage the

consequences of the rapid changes that

are now taking place," Hickok said.

CAIDP, House Oversight Committee

https://www.caidp.org/events/in-congress-house-oversight/


PUBLIC VOICE OPPORTUNITIESPUBLIC VOICE OPPORTUNITIES

UN Office of the Tech Envoy - Global Digital Compact and AIUN Office of the Tech Envoy - Global Digital Compact and AI

The Office of the Tech Envoy its seeking comments on the Global Digital Compact,

to be adopted at the Summit of the Future which will be held in September

2023. The Secretary- General has proposed that the Global Digital Compact outlines

shared principles for an open, free and secure digital future for all.

CAIDP, Public Voice

AI AND DEMOCRATIC VALUES INDEXAI AND DEMOCRATIC VALUES INDEX

CAIDP’s Artificial Intelligence and

Democratic Values Index evaluates

national AI policies and practices.

https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001KyYoiaxYk9EqKIjefgbPeP4Vm2mMroq8rVlDyCNjjyF8f17ChZ1QdEAoXiYzLDjt7GnTYHcFEsdXzb9M3V_b5XgzP4NT4P0tdxzAhOr0N30w1_fZ7e3DxZps3-YVEglAGqh5gGOh6PbyXpjLqfrQweAuhJ2dLgwSxGTm-9WB17bAYuWVArY4cA==&c=O0R3PRgGtnn93jECPAlY-SKXhq64dJ7Yp_ISa8RbiArmcEL7i1suiQ==&ch=NzV7tikqu2guD-nECMJPGOt8laXvxILDPH5FhDsXFFxJ4-RuYACK7Q==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001O22ZNtn3VTnvBV0GDdI-Kz3GxOM5oWdYwIInhadBkcTFkYkdE3m6z4UzVkdZ697_2iPYOhjwR87tOBVymdfSUiORUSqMorMSxeD62JvqDWrfB2w3zEDy7_T2dJQxJm2sTTe-tg_-nmdfpbbIrR5c4KrsVY0L-Oyj&c=g9CK44mZ7UOvI3dWeQewrBJksgdsDejYbDN27DGjvufZztaycDJj2A==&ch=neJ-gr2j7OO2dcQIsQ7WcFocUdpfCkGG2J7P9wTdpFlhb08DGIR5nA==
https://www.caidp.org/reports/aidv-2021/


CAIDP Announces Winners of the Global AI Policy Leaders AwardsCAIDP Announces Winners of the Global AI Policy Leaders Awards

Tawana Petty is recognized as 2023 CAIDP AI Policy Leader in Civil Society.

Tawana "Honeycomb" Petty is a mother, social justice organizer, youth advocate,

poet and author. For the last 15+ years, Tawana has lifted up her community and

advocated for the rights and dreams of Detroiters and beyond. Her work focuses on

racial justice and equity, data and digital privacy rights.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAABh_dJgB3DaFTITcp7mRQzVGQaIxUwRnXmw


GLOBAL ACADEMIC NETWORK (GAN)GLOBAL ACADEMIC NETWORK (GAN)

GAN MemberGAN Member

Bilyana Petkova joined the University

of Graz School of Law in Austria as a

full professor in December 2020.

Previously, she was an Assistant

Professor at the HBKU College of

Law in Doha, Qatar as well as at the

European and International Law

Department of Maastricht University

School of Law in

the Netherlands. She was also a

Visiting Professor at Georgetown

Law Center.

CAIDP Policy ClinicsCAIDP Policy Clinics

Roberto L. López-Dávila is a Puerto

Rican lawyer who specializes in data

privacy law and is passionate about

the transformative potential of IT and

AI in the legal profession and courts.

He also serves as a Team Leader in

CAIDP's AI Policy Clinics,

contributing his expertise in law and

https://homepage.uni-graz.at/en/bilyana.petkova/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/roberto-l-l%C3%B3pez-d%C3%A1vila-b7aa2314/


technology to shape policies around

AI's societal impact.

Analyses From Members of the CAIDP Global Academic NetworkAnalyses From Members of the CAIDP Global Academic Network

AI weapons: Russia’s war in Ukraine showsAI weapons: Russia’s war in Ukraine shows

why the world must enact a banwhy the world must enact a ban

Stuart Russell highlights the ethical and

security concerns surrounding the increasing

use of lethal autonomous weapons in warfare

in an article published in Nature. "Soon, fully autonomous lethal weapon systems could

become commonplace in conflict. Some are already on the market. Mercifully, few have

actually been used in warfare, and none has been used in Ukraine, at the time of writing.

Yet evolving events are a cause for concern.

The inevitable logic of using electronic countermeasures against remotely operated

weapons is driving both sides towards increasing the level of autonomy of those weapons.

That is pushing us ever closer to a dangerous world where lethal autonomous weapon

systems are cheap and widely available tools for inflicting mass casualties — weapons of

mass destruction found in every arms supermarket, for sale to any dictator, warlord or

terrorist," he wrote.

AI POLICY CLINICSAI POLICY CLINICS

Advance Your Career in AI Policy with CAIDP's Comprehensive Certification

Program!

Certification programs include requirements for research, writing, and policy
analysis.
Our intensive, interdisciplinary AI policy clinics go even further, teaching you
the skills you need to succeed as a leader in the field.
From AI history to current issues and institutions, regulation and policy
frameworks, and research methods, we cover it all.
Join the Inclusive Community of AI Policy Professionals at the GAIDP AI
Policy Clinics! Our free, empowering program is designed to help you

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-023-00511-5
https://www.caidp.org/global-academic-network/ai-policy-clinic/


succeed.
For our Spring 2023 cohort, we have over 250 participants, representing more
than 60 nationalities. Applications are open for the Fall 2023 Research Group.

Join us and become a leader in the growing field of AI policy!

Apply

AI POLICY EVENTSAI POLICY EVENTS

Release of Artificial Intelligence and Democratic Values, CAIDP, Washington
DC, April 6, 2023
Committee on Artificial Intelligence Plenary meeting, Council of Europe,
Strasbourg, April 19-21, 2023
The State of the Union, Building Europe in times of uncertainty, The European
Union Institute, May 4-6, 2023
Computers, Privacy, and Data Protection, Brussels, May 24-26, 2023
Committee on Artificial Intelligence Plenary meeting, Council of Europe,
Strasbourg, May 31-June 2, 2023
Committee on Artificial Intelligence Plenary meeting, Council of Europe,
Strasbourg, September 13-15, 2023
Global Privacy Assembly, Bermuda,October 15-20, 2023

SUPPORT CAIDPSUPPORT CAIDP

Join the movement & empowerJoin the movement & empower
the AI policy change-makersthe AI policy change-makers

Your donation can make a significant impact in

inspiring, empowering, and connecting AI policy

change-makers worldwide to address the most

pressing and critical challenges of our time.

Your contribution enables free AI policy training

for future leaders in 60+ countries, AI &

https://www.caidp.org/global-academic-network/ai-policy-clinic/
https://www.caidp.org/global-academic-network/ai-policy-clinic/
https://www.caidp.org/reports/
https://www.caidp.org/resources/coe-ai-treaty/
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	Dear Friends,
	In 2019, many countries around the world, including the United States, committed to the development of human-centric and trustworthy AI. Yet less than a few years on, we appear to be approaching a tipping point with the release of Generative AI techniques, which are neither human-centric nor trustworthy.
	These systems produce results that cannot be replicated or proven. They fabricate and hallucinate. They describe how to commit terrorist acts, how to assassinate political leaders, and how to conceal child abuse. GPT-4 has the ability to undertake mass surveillance at scale, combining the ability to ingest images, link to identities, and develop comprehensive profiles.
	As this industry has rapidly evolved so too has the secrecy surrounding the products. The latest technical paper on GPT-4 provides little information about the training data, the number of parameters, or the assessment methods. A fundamental requirement in all emerging AI policy frameworks – an independent impact assessment prior to deployment – was never undertaken.
	Many leading AI experts, including many companies themselves, have called for regulation. Yet there is little effort in the United States today to develop regulatory responses even as countries around the world race to establish legal safeguards.
	The present course cannot be sustained. The public needs more information about the impact of artificial intelligence. Independent experts need the opportunity to interrogate these models. Laws should be enacted to promote algorithmic transparency and counter algorithmic bias. There should be a national commission established to assess the impact of AI on American Society, to better understand the benefits as well as the risks.
	This week the Center for AI and Digital Policy, joined by others, will file a complaint with the Federal Trade Commission, calling for an investigation of Open AI and the product ChatGPT. We believe the FTC has the authority to act in this matter and is uniquely positioned as the lead consumer protection agency in the United States to address this emerging challenge. We will ask the FTC to establish a moratorium on the release of further commercial versions of GPT until appropriate safeguards are established. We will simultaneously petition the FTC to undertake a rule-making for the regulation of the generative AI industry.
	We favor growth and innovation. We recognize a wide range of opportunities and benefits that AI may provide. But unless we are able to maintain control of these systems, we will be unable to manage the risk that will result or the catastrophic outcomes that may emerge. We are asking the FTC to “hit the pause button” so that there is an opportunity for our institutions, our laws, and our society to catch up. We need to assert agency over the technologies we create before we lose control.
	Merve Hickok and Marc Rotenberg
	For the CAIDP
	Applications are Open for the Fall 2023 Research Group
	We are pleased to announce that the applications for the Fall 2023 Research Group are now open. If you are enthusiastic about taking part in one of the CAIDP AI Policy Clinics, we invite you to complete this form. The deadline for submitting your application is May 1, 2023. We anticipate notifying the selected participants in June or July.
	Release of GPT-4 Raises Widespread Concerns
	OpenAI has unveiled GPT-4, the latest iteration of its language model, claiming major improvements in text generation, image processing, and code generation capabilities. However, limited access to the technology and insufficient transparency surrounding its training data and code have left many stakeholders concerned. OpenAI has itself warned that "AI systems will have even greater potential to reinforce entire ideologies, worldviews, truths and untruths, and to cement them or lock them in, foreclosing future contestation, reflection, and improvement.” OpenAI has called for regulation. Meanwhile Platformer reported that Microsoft has disbanded its AI ethics and society team during company-wide layoffs, leaving a gap in integrating AI principles into product design.
	CAIDP, AI Frameworks
	EU Lawmakers Target Large Language Models with AI Act
	EURACTIV reports that EU lawmakers proposed new obligations for General Purpose AI (GPAI) providers like ChatGPT, aligning the design, testing, and analysis of GPAI solutions with the risk management requirements of the EU AI Act. The draft legislation emphasizes data governance measures, external audits, and registration on the EU database for such providers. Additionally, the proposal clarifies responsibilities along the AI value chain, stating that third parties substantially modifying AI systems will be considered high-risk system providers.
	CAIDP, EU AI Act
	ENISA Releases Report on Cybersecurity of AI and Standardization
	The European Union Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA) has published a report on the cybersecurity of AI and standardization. The report assesses the coverage of standards related to AI cybersecurity and identifies gaps in standardization. It also examines how standardization can support the implementation of cybersecurity aspects of the proposed regulation on AI.
	CAIDP, EU AI Act
	Philippines AI Bill Seeks to Establish National Authority
	Representative Robert Ace Barbers recently filed House Bill 7396 in the Philippines, proposing the creation of the Artificial Intelligence Development Authority (AIDA). AIDA would be responsible for developing and implementing a national AI strategy, promoting AI research and development, supporting the growth of AI-related industries, and enhancing the Filipino workforce's AI skills. The authority would also conduct risk assessments and impact analyses, ensuring AI compliance with ethical guidelines and individual welfare protection.
	CAIDP, AI and Democratic Values
	Canada's Government Updates Overview of AIDA
	Canada's AI and Data Act (AIDA), now before parliament within Bill C-27, aims to regulate high-impact AI systems, establish standards and certifications, and create an AI and Data Commissioner with an advisory committee. The document is designed to help Canadians comprehend the act's implications for AI and data. The official website offers valuable insights into Canada's AI and data applications and their regulatory framework.
	CAIDP, AI Frameworks
	German Credit Bureau Schufa Faces Potential Blow to Consumer Privacy Rights
	A recent proceeding against German credit bureau Schufa could have significant implications for individuals' rights to know how their credit scores are computed. In an opinion submitted to the Court of Justice of the European Union, the advocate general wrote that people are entitled to this information under the General Data Protection Regulation. While the final ruling in the case is not expected for several months, this development could represent a major victory for consumer privacy rights in the European Union.
	CAIDP, AI and Democratic Values
	UK’s ICO Updates Guidance on AI and Data Protection
	The UK Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) has released an updated version of its guidance on AI and data protection, with new sections on ensuring lawfulness and fairness in AI. The ICO restructured the guidance, with a focus on the data protection principles, and added new content related to conducting data protection impact assessments and transparency in AI. The updates follow industry requests to clarify requirements for fairness in AI and support the UK government’s pro-innovation approach to AI regulation.
	CAIDP, AI Frameworks
	Nigeria to Roll out National Policy on AI
	The Nigerian government, through the National Information Technology Development Agency (NITDA), is preparing to launch the National Policy on Artificial Intelligence. The policy will serve as a guide for the development and implementation of AI in the country, taking into account potential risks such as bias and privacy violations. The NITDA collaborated with a team of industry experts to develop the policy, and the Director General virtually met with the Volunteer Expert Group to shape the future of technology through this policy.
	CAIDP, AI Frameworks
	CAIDP Publishes Annual Report 2022
	CAIDP recently published its Annual Report 2022. The report highlighted the Center's efforts in assessing national AI policies and promoting democratic values for AI. Through its programs and initiatives, the Center strives to ensure that technology is utilized in a way that aligns with fundamental rights and democratic institutions.
	CAIDP is a global independent non-profit focused on research, education, advocacy and advisory. CAIDP trains AI policy advocates, researchers, and practitioners across 60+ countries. With intensive training for future leaders in AI policy worldwide and promotion of collaboration among scholars through a Global Academic Network, CAIDP maintains a global research network.
	CAIDP Research Director Testifies in Congress, Urges Stricter AI Regulation
	Merve Hickok, CAIDP Senior Research Director, testified before the U.S. House of Representatives Oversight Committee, calling for stronger regulation of AI. Emphasizing the inadequacy of current regulations to prevent unethical and dangerous AI use, Hickok urged lawmakers to focus on the technology's ethical implications and societal impact. With proper oversight and regulation, responsible AI use can be ensured, protecting democratic values in an increasingly AI-driven world.
	"We do not have the guardrails in place, the laws that we need, the public education, or the expertise in government to manage the consequences of the rapid changes that are now taking place," Hickok said.
	CAIDP, House Oversight Committee
	UN Office of the Tech Envoy - Global Digital Compact and AI
	The Office of the Tech Envoy its seeking comments on the Global Digital Compact, to be adopted at the Summit of the Future which will be held in September 2023. The Secretary- General has proposed that the Global Digital Compact outlines shared principles for an open, free and secure digital future for all.
	CAIDP, Public Voice
	CAIDP’s Artificial Intelligence and Democratic Values Index evaluates national AI policies and practices.
	CAIDP Announces Winners of the Global AI Policy Leaders Awards
	Tawana Petty is recognized as 2023 CAIDP AI Policy Leader in Civil Society. Tawana "Honeycomb" Petty is a mother, social justice organizer, youth advocate, poet and author. For the last 15+ years, Tawana has lifted up her community and advocated for the rights and dreams of Detroiters and beyond. Her work focuses on racial justice and equity, data and digital privacy rights.
	Bilyana Petkova joined the University of Graz School of Law in Austria as a full professor in December 2020. Previously, she was an Assistant Professor at the HBKU College of Law in Doha, Qatar as well as at the European and International Law Department of Maastricht University School of Law in the Netherlands. She was also a Visiting Professor at Georgetown Law Center.
	Roberto L. López-Dávila is a Puerto Rican lawyer who specializes in data privacy law and is passionate about the transformative potential of IT and AI in the legal profession and courts. He also serves as a Team Leader in CAIDP's AI Policy Clinics, contributing his expertise in law and technology to shape policies around AI's societal impact.
	Analyses From Members of the CAIDP Global Academic Network
	AI weapons: Russia’s war in Ukraine shows why the world must enact a ban
	Stuart Russell highlights the ethical and security concerns surrounding the increasing use of lethal autonomous weapons in warfare in an article published in Nature. "Soon, fully autonomous lethal weapon systems could become commonplace in conflict. Some are already on the market. Mercifully, few have actually been used in warfare, and none has been used in Ukraine, at the time of writing. Yet evolving events are a cause for concern.
	The inevitable logic of using electronic countermeasures against remotely operated weapons is driving both sides towards increasing the level of autonomy of those weapons. That is pushing us ever closer to a dangerous world where lethal autonomous weapon systems are cheap and widely available tools for inflicting mass casualties — weapons of mass destruction found in every arms supermarket, for sale to any dictator, warlord or terrorist," he wrote.
	Advance Your Career in AI Policy with CAIDP's Comprehensive Certification Program!
	Join us and become a leader in the growing field of AI policy!
	Join the movement & empower the AI policy change-makers
	Your donation can make a significant impact in inspiring, empowering, and connecting AI policy change-makers worldwide to address the most pressing and critical challenges of our time.
	Your contribution enables free AI policy training for future leaders in 60+ countries, AI & Democratic Values Index report, weekly updates on global AI policy news, and CAIDP's engagement with policymakers worldwide.
	Need help with your donation? Contact us at fundraising@caidp.org
	Tax ID: 86-3350258

